Revision guide
TECC Science Department

Ideas and
suggestions
about how to try to
learn for exams

What Learning Techniques Really Work?
It’s really important to be using revision techniques that have actually been shown to
make a difference to learning. There are a number of common techniques that have
been shown to have very little impact on learning – and so should be avoided:
Not effective list:
•
Highlighting texts
•
•

Re-reading
Summarising texts

DO NOT USE!!

We often use these techniques because they are low stress. They don’t really challenge
us, but they make us feel good, because we are doing something. The truth is though,
whilst it may keep you busy and stop you feeling guilty, it doesn’t really help you learn.
There is a very simple reason for this. The way we remember things is by having to think
hard about something and recall it from our memory. The more we do this, the higher
the chances of us remembering something.
The following techniques will help you with this.
1.
Practice Testing
This technique is pretty straightforward – keep testing yourself (or each other) on what
you have got to learn. This technique has been shown to have the highest impact in
terms of supporting student learning.
2.
Distributed Practice
Rather than cramming all of your revision for each subject into one block, it’s better to
space it out – from now, through to the exams. Why is this better? Bizarrely, because it
gives you some forgetting time. This means that when you come back to it a few weeks
later, you will have to think harder, which actually helps you to remember it.
Furthermore, the more frequently you come back to a topic, the better you remember it.
Look at the ‘forgetting curve’ below:

3.
Elaborate Interrogation
One of the best things that you can do (either to yourself or with a friend) to
support your revision is to ask why an idea or concept is true – and then answer
that why question. For example;
In science, increasing the temperature can increase the rate of a chemical
reaction….why?
4.
Self-explanation
This is where mind- maps might come in useful – but the process of producing
the mind map, is probably more useful than the finished product.
So, think about a key central idea (the middle of the mind map) and then how
new material, builds on the existing knowledge in the middle.
5.
Interleaved practice
When you are revising a subject, the temptation is to do it in ‘blocks’ of topics.
Like below:

The problem with this is, is that it doesn’t support the importance of repetition
– which is so important to learning. So rather than revising in ‘topic blocks’ it’s
better to chunk these topics up in your revision programme and interleave
them:

This means that you keep coming back to the topics. So, instead of doing a one
hour block of revision on topic 1, do 15 minutes on topic 1, then 15 minutes on
topic 2, then the same for topic 3 and 4.
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Flashcards
For key information and facts. You can carry them around with you and
test yourself anywhere.
Use it to remind and test yourself on; Spellings Lists, A sequence of
simple events
Read-Cover-Recall-Check
Read the information you want to remember. Cover it up, write out what you
remember. Check to see how much you forgot.
Use it to test yourself on; Spellings, Lists, A sequence of simple events
Online quizzes or revision guide exam questions
Answer the questions, note down your score, revise the topic some more, have
another go at the questions later. Did you improve?
Use it to test yourself on; Simple scientific facts and processes
Make a card sort
Make a set of cards that you can cut out, mix up and match.
Use them; When you need to remember pieces of information that go together.
Key word cards
Include definitions on the back. You can test yourself on the definitions, sort
them into scientifically relevant categories, put them into a sequence.
Describe or explain a process/scenario to someone who does not know it or a
classmate.
They can ask questions to fill in any gaps you missed and if they are also revising it
may help them understand the work better.
Use it when; Explaining a series of events or a process that has some detail
Graphic organisers
Decide if you are describing, analysing parts, comparing, analysing cause
and effect, predicting or evaluating and display your arguments in a
graphic organiser. Use it to; look at topics in more detail.
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Mind maps
Start with a central theme and organise the information from it, grouped
into subtopics. Label the branches with the relationships.
To summarise a whole topic after revising it in detail. Only put in the key
words, everything else should come to mind when you read it.

Past exam questions and analysis
Complete some past exam questions. Mark your answers. Fill in the answers you
missed. Go through the paper and colour code each topic (Red-need to revise, AmberNeed to go over a few bits again, Green-I’ve got it)
Use it to test your ability to; recall the information you have revised, to answer the
question asked, not just write down everything you know, to follow the command
words in an exam.
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Reading text books/notes
/revision guides
Listening to Podcasts
Watching videos
Creating flashcards
Creating mind maps/spider
diagrams
Writing bullet points on topics
Recalling information at the
correct time
Answering short answer
questions
Creating acronyms/mnemonics
to aid memory
Chunking
Encoding into images
Answering exam style
questions under exam
conditions

Self assessment
Peer assessment
Teacher Assessment
MARCKS (exam analysis)

How to make a flashcard (1) - front
Title (What is my revision card about

)

Important piece of information 1
Written in as few important key words as
possible

Super important
diagram

Important piece of information 2
Written in as few important key words as
possible
Important piece of information 3
Written in as few important key words as
possible

Super important
equation with worked
example

Important piece of information 4
Written in as few important key words as
possible

How to make a flashcard (2) - back
Title (What is my revision card about)

Key Questions: (all based on the
information on the other side of the card)
Simple question (List, name state)
Less simple question (Describe in detail,
explain)
Complex question (compare, evaluate)

Finding out your learning style
Use this link to help
http://www.bbc.co.uk/keyskills/extra/module1/1.shtml
Visual Learners
 Turn notes into bullet points. Highlight key words. Keep shortening them until
you have one word which will trigger your memory for each point.
 Make flash cards with the key ideas. (see www.flashcardexchange.com for ideas).
 Practise past exam papers
 Draw Mind Maps for topics to show how the main ideas link together
 Write out key words and definitions on flash cards. Colour code them. Get
someone to test you.
 Turn your notes into pictures or diagrams such as flow charts
 Use websites e.g. BBC bitesize.
 Learning posters – put key information on small posters. Use patterns, colour and
drawings. Pin them up where you’ll see them often (like in the toilet).
Auditory Learners
 Use Mnemonics to remember key facts (Richard Gave Battle In Vain)
 Make up questions and get somebody to test you verbally. Put aside the ones
you don’t know and keep working on them until you learn them all.
 Record notes and put them on an MP3 player. Listen to them as often as
possible.
 Make a podcast
 Make a rhyme, rap or song out of your revision notes (yes it really works!)
 Read your notes out loud to your cat or dog! Sounds stupid but it works!
 Explain key ideas to a friend. Teaching other people helps you to learn yourself.
 Practise past exam papers
Kinaesthetic learners
 Associate information with actions. Act out your notes as you read them.
 Walk around the room whilst revising.
 Write information on post-its and stick it around the room. Move round the room
reading the notes.
 Make up a play involving key ideas and act it out.
 Role play key events or arguments from subjects with friends.
 Instead of reading notes summarise them up using a computer.
 Turn your notes into a PowerPoint and share it with friends.
 Practise past exam papers

Answering 3 - 5 mark
questions
Underline
Underline the key words and command words in
the information and in the question

Structure
Point: Answer the question
Evidence: Use observation/data given in the question
Explanation: Link back to question

P: Graphite can conduct electricity because there is one delocalised electron.
Ev: The carbon atom has 4 electrons in the outside shell, but in graphite the
carbon forms 3 covalent bonds.
Ex: This means the fourth electron is delocalised so it can move and carry a charge.

Proofread
Double check your answer checking you have
answered the question, used key words and for
SPaG

Answering 6 mark questions
Underline
Underline the key words and
command words in the information
and in the question

Structure
How many paragraphs will
be needed, what will go into
each paragraph?

Key words
Which key words will be
needed in order to answer the
question? Write a list

Proofread
Double check your answer checking
you have answered the question
and for SPaG

Test question analysis - Why did I lose MARCKS?
Use this to look back at practise questions that you have done in class or for homework.
Maths
Incomplete calculations
Incorrect calculations
Selecting the incorrect equation to answer the question
Unanswered calculations
Failure to include units on answers
Incorrect reading of graphs
Incorrect interpretations of data
Failure to convert a number from one form to another (i.e. grams to kilograms, kilojoules
to joules)
Application
The question was in a situation I had not heard before
There was a piece of equipment/organism/chemical etc that I had not heard of before
I did not know which knowledge/information to use to answer the question with
Reading the question
I did not read the question properly.
I could not identify/misidentified the command word
I did not read the information which comes before the question
I do not understand the difference between some of the command words
Clarity of Response
I failed to use the correct keywords in my answer
The answer I wrote did not make sense
There were incorrect spellings in my answer
The grammar in my answer caused the meaning to be different
There were spelling/grammatical mistakes which caused me to lose QWC marks
Knowledge
I did not have sufficient subject knowledge to answer this question
I did not know what the question was about
I left questions unanswered
Statements per Mark
I got some of the marks for this question but not all
I thought wrote enough but I did not know the other part to the answer
I failed to mention a key piece of information
I wrote an answer which repeated itself
I contradicted myself

TOPICS TO STUDY
TOPICS TO STUDY
BIOLOGY
Cells, organs and systems
Nutrition & Digestion
Reproduction and menstruation
Plants
Classification
Adaptation
Food chains and food webs

CHEMISTRY
Properties of Solids, Liquids
and Gases
Particle Theory
Atoms. Elements and
the periodic table
Compounds and formulae
Chemical and physical changes
Separating mixtures
Acids and alkalis
PHYSICS
Current in series and
parallel circuits
Space
Magnets and electro magnets
Forces
Energy Resources
Heating and cooling
Sound

And finally….Top 10 Tips For Revision
Exams and tests can be a stressful time for most students, but follow these
fantastic stress-free tips for revising... and you might find yourself at the top of the
brainy class!

1.
2.
3.

4.

5.
6.

7.
8.

9.

10.

Study in a quiet place away from your phone, TV, computers
etc, preferably somewhere that is both light and comfortable.
Make a 'revision timetable' and always let your family know when
you have planned to be revising.
Create summary notes and anything simple that helps your memory
– as short notes, drawings and sayings are much easier to
remember.
Get help. Ask friends and family to test you. Also attend any teacher
revision classes – as teachers will know better than anyone what will
be in tests and exams!
Record yourself reading notes and occasionally listen to them.
Take a 5 or 10 minute break every hour and do some stretching
exercises, go for a short walk or make yourself a drink.
Allow yourself some fun-time each day to relax...and make sure you
get a good 8 hours of sleep each night.
Eat well. Good brain foods? Wholegrain foods (cereals, wheat bran,
wheatgerm and whole wheat pasta). Blueberries. Blackcurrants.
Broccoli.
Tomatoes. Oily fish. Nuts.
Don't panic if you feel a bit nervy. A certain amount of nervousness
actually helps you perform to the best of your ability, producing a
rush of adrenaline that helps you to feel alert and focused.
Think positive – it's seriously not the end of the world if you fail!
Thanks to pupils of The Kingsley School in Leamington Spa for this list of tips.

